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On the Existence of Certain Symmetric Affine Resolvable Designs 
v. c. MAVRON AND SHOAIB UD DIN 
The designs considered are such that the design and its dual are symmetric affine resolvable, 
with v = 3k. It is proved that if one exists with k = k0 , the number of non-isomorphic such designs 
with k = k03" tends to infinity with n. Some examples are constructed for k = 3 and 6. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A design II is a pair (l?P, ~), where 9P is a finite set of v objects, called points, and ~ 
is a collection of subsets of 9P, called blocks each consisting of k points, where k is a 
constant (0 < k < v ). II is resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into subsets, called 
parallel classes, such that each parallel class partitions l?P. In this case, two block are said 
to be parallel if they are in the same parallel class and non-parallel otherwise. If II is 
resolvable so that any two non-parallel blocks meet in a constant number, say f.L, of 
points, II is said to be affine resolvable. 
The dual design II* of II has the blocks of II as its points and then a block of II* 
is defined for each point of II to consist of all the subset of blocks containing that point. 
It is easy to see that if II is resolvable, the number of blocks in any parallel class is 
v/ k = m ( ~ 2) and each point of II is on exactly r blocks, where r is the number of 
parallel classes. Thus II is a 1-( v, k, r) in t-design notation. We call v, k, r, parameters 
of II and, in general, they have the significance defined here. 
If r ~ 2 and II is affine resolvable, any pair of non-parallel blocks meet in f.L = k/ m = e I v 
points. See Shrikhande [18] for more details. 
Affine resolvable designs have been studied in many equivalent forms: orthogonal 
arrays (see Raghavarao [16]); hypernets (McFeat and Neumaier [12]); nets (Drake and 
Jungnickel [5]) and transversal designs (Hanani [7]). The ones we shall be concerned with 
here are those affine resolvable designs whose dual designs are also affine resolvable. 
These designs are called Hadamard systems in Rajkundlia [17], symmetric nets in [1 OJ 
and Hadamard hypernets in [12]. They can also be regarded as the semi-regular group 
divisible designs (SRGDD) with A 1 = 0 whose duals are also SRGDD with the same 
parameters. The notation of [12] is adopted in the following. 
DEFINITION. A design II is an Hm(f.L) if II is an affine resolvable design with v = f.Lm 2 
points and k = f.Lm points on each block such that its dual design II* is also affine 
resolvable. We assume m ~ 2 and f.L ~ 1. 
THEOREM 1.1 ([10], [13]). Let II be an affine resolvable design with parameters v, k, r 
and suppose II* is resolvable. then r :o:;; k with equality if and only if II* is affine resolvable. 
Thus from the above theorem and the earlier discussion, it follows that, if II is an 
Hm(f.L), then II has f.Lm 2 points (blocks), f.Lm points (blocks) on each block (point) and 
any two distinct blocks (points) are together on exactly 0 or f.L points (blocks) according 
as they are parallel or not. Moreover there are exactly m parallel classes of blocks (points) 
each consisting of exactly m blocks (points). Note that when we say two points are parallel 
in Jl, strictly speaking we mean that they are so in II*. 
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DEFINITION. Two designs with the same parameters are isomorphic if there exists a 
bijection between their points, called an isomorphism, which maps blocks onto blocks. If 
the designs are equal, the isomorphism is called an automorphism. 
By the number of non-isomorphic designs of a certain type, is meant the number of 
isomorphism classes of designs of that type. In this paper it will be proved that if an 
H 3(t-t) exists, the number of nonisomorphic H3(t-t3"), where n is any positive integer, 
tends to infinity with n. For H 3(3) and H 3(6), it is shown that there are, respectively, at 
least 3 and 4 non-isomorphic designs. 
Results of this type for affine designs with m = 2 or 3, which are balanced, that is 
2-designs (the number of blocks containing any pair of points is constant) are proved in 
Bhat and Shrikhande [I] and Griffiths and Mavron [6]. 
For an account of known parameters of Hm(t-t) see Jungnickel [10] and Mavron [15]. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS 
For any two blocks x, y of a design, we shall denote their intersection and union by 
xy and x + y, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. Ifx, yare distinct blocks of an Hm(f-t), then xy is contained in at most t-t 
blocks if 2 ~ t-t ~ m and in at most m blocks otherwise. 
PROOF. Let n be the number of blocks containing xy. Since any pair of points is in 
either 0 or t-t blocks, then n ~ t-t if t-t ~ 2. 
The number of points not in xy but which are in some block containing xy is n( t-tm- f-t ). 
There are t-tm 2 - t-tm points not parallel to any of the t-t points in xy. Hence we have 
n( t-tm - t-t) ~ t-tm2 - t-tm, whence n ~ m. 
DEFINITION. The characteristic of an H3(t-t) is the number of unordered triples (a, b, c) 
of non-parallel blocks satisfying ab = be = ac. Such an unordered triple of blocks, all 
containing a common subset of t-t points, is called a D-triple. 
From the dual of a more general result for Hm(f-t )sin Mavron [14] we have the following 
special case (see also Leemans [II]). 
THEOREM 2.2. If fl is an H3( t-t ), its characteristic is at most 9 f-t(3 t-t - 1 )/ 2, with equality 
if and only if t-t = 3 n for some n ~ 0 and fl is a design constructed as follows: choosing a 
point X on a hyperplane x in the projective space over GF(3) of dimension n + 2, the points 
and blocks of fl are respectively the points not on x and the hyperplanes not on X. 
A subset d of 3 t-t points of an H3( t-t) is called a diagonal if there exists a pair of 
distinct parallel classes of blocks, say E = { e0, e1, e2} and F = {!0,!1 ,!2}, such that d = 
e0 fo + etf1 + ez/2• (Notice that E, F give rise to 6 diagonals.) If, in addition, d is a block, 
we say it is a D-block (diagonal block). In this case, it is clear that ( d, ei, /;) for i = 0, 1, 
2 is a D-triple. 
The D-number (~0) of a block d of an HJ(t-t) is the number of unordered pairs 
E ={eo, er, e2}, F = {f0,f1,f2} of distinct parallel classes, such that d = e0 f 0 + etf1 + ez/2 • 
In view of earlier remarks, the D-number of d may be viewed as essentially the number 
of D-triples, in which d appears as a D-block, divided by 3. 
The D-number of an H 3( t-t) is defined to be the sum of the D-numbers of all its blocks. 
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NoTATION. For the remainder of this section, II denotes an H 3(J.t). To simplify 
notation, the blocks of any parallel class A of II are understood to be a0 , a" a2 and 
similarly for other letters of the alphabet. The indexing of the blocks of a parallel class 
of blocks is arbitrary except where stated to the contrary. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A, B, C be distinct parallel classes of blocks of II. If ( a0 , b0 , c0) and 
(a" b1o c0) are D-triples, then so is ( a2 , b2, c0). 
PRooF. Since c0 contains both a0 b0 and a1b1o each of which consists of JL points, 
then c0 contains no other point of a 0 , al> b0 , b1• So since c0 consists of 3~-t points, then 
c0 must contain a2 b2 and so ( a2 , b2 , c0) is a D-triple. 
CoROLLARY 2.4. If A, B are distinct parallel classes of II, there is no block meeting 
a0 b0 + a 1 b1 + a2b2 in exactly 3~-t- I points. 
PROOF. Assume such a block c exists meeting the given subset in 3~-t -1 points. Since 
each a;b; consists of JL points, then exactly two of the triples ( a0 , b0, c), (a1o b1o c), (a2, b2 , c) 
are D-triples, contradicting (2.3). 
DEFINITION. An unordered triple (A, B, C) of three distinct parallel classes of blocks 
of II is a D-class triple if for any a; in A and bj in B, there exists a ck in C such that 
(a;, bj, ck) is a D-triple. The 9 D-triples, so obtained, are said to correspond to the D-class 
triple (A, B, C). 
Observe that any D-class triple is determined uniquely by any one of its 9 corresponding 
D-triples. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A, B, C be distinct parallel classes of II. If (a0 , b0 , c0) and (a!> b1o c1) 
are D-triples, then so is ( a2, b2, c2). 
PROOF. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we have that c0 contains a0 b0 and c1 contains 
a 1 b1• Furthermore, c0 contains no point of a0 or b0 not in a0 b0 and since c0 is parallel to 
c1o then c0 contains no point of a 1 b1• Hence the points of c0 not in a0 b0 are contained in 
a 1 b2 + a2 b 1 + a2b2• This implies that c0a 1 is contained in a 1 b2 and since both subsets consist 
of JL points, then c0a 1 = a 1 b2• Similarly we deduce c0 b1 = a2 b1 and so c0 a2 = a2b1. 
Hence c0 = a0b0 + a 1 b2 + a2b1 and, similarly, c1 = a0 b2 + a 1 b1 + a2b0 • It then follows that 
c2 = a0 b1 + a 1 b0 + a2 b2 and hence that ( a2 , b2, c2) is a D-triple. 
From Lemma 2.5 we can deduce easily the following: 
CoROLLARY 2.6. Suppose A, B, C are distinct parallel classes of II and (a0, b0 , c0), 
(a 1, b1o c1) are D-triples. Then (A, B, C) is aD-class triple and its corresponding 9 D-triples 
are (a;, b;, C;) for i = 0, l, 2, and ( aao, ba 1, Ca2), where a ranges over all 6 even permutations 
of 0, l, 2. (Here ai denotes the image under a of i). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let 1:, r be any two H3(~-t)s and (J a bijection of the point set of 1: onto that of r, 
such that (J maps parallel classes of points of 1: onto parallel classes of points of r. 
Define a design l:OT as follows. Its points are denoted by P; ( i = 0, I, 2), where P is any 
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point of 1:. So there are 27 f.L points. The blocks are the following two types of point subsets: 
Type I: c* ={Pi I O(P)E c; i =0, I, 2} for any block c of r; 
Type II: Let S be the symmetric group on {0, 1, 2}. For a E S, denote the image of i under 
a by ai. Index the blocks of each parallel class of 1: by 0, 1, 2 and let this be fixed. Then 
for each a E S and parallel class B = { b0 , b~> b2 } of blocks of 1:, a block of l:Or is defined 
thus: 
B(a)={PiiPEbai; i=O, 1,2}. 
The proof of the next lemma, stated with the above notation, is straightforward. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f3 E S. Then the mapping 13 of points of l:OF, defined by 13 ( P;) = P13i, is 
an automorphism which fixes every Type I block and maps a Type II blockB(a) ontoB(a/3- 1). 
The identity permutation of the symmetric group S on {0, l, 2} is denoted by 1. The 
alternating subgroup of S is denoted by A. The 3-cycle (012) generates A. If f3 is any 
transposition in S, then A and A/3 are the two right cosets of A in S, the even and odd 
permutations respectively. 
In some of the proofs which follow, the a in a general type II block B( a) is sometimes 
taken to be I. The justification is Lemma 3.1. 
Continuing with the above notation we prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. l:OT is an H 3(3JL). 
PROOF. The proof is a routine check, so we just give an outline. Let II= 1:0r. It is 
clear that II has 27 f.L points with 9JL points on each block. Further it is easily checked 
that II is resolvable with the following two types of parallel classes of blocks: 
Type I: { c* IcE C}, where C is a parallel class of r; 
Type II: {B(a)laEK}, where B is any parallel class of 1: and K is any one ofthe two 
right cosets of A in S. 
The check that II is affine resolvable is straightforward in the main but we shall consider 
two representative more difficult cases. First consider B(1) and B(a), where a is the 
transposition ( 12). These blocks meet in {Pi I P E bAi; i = 0, I, 2} = { P0 I P E b0 } which con-
sists of 3JL points. Next consider B(l) and C(a), where B¥- C. These meet in {PiiPE 
bicai• i = 0, I, 2} which consists of 3JL points since each bicai consists of JL points. The rest 
is easily checked. 
The dual design II* of II is resolvable with the following parallel classes of points: 
{Pi I P E U}, where U is any parallel class of points of 1:. This is readily verified using 
the special nature of 0 which implies that 0( U) is a parallel class of points of r. It is 
also easily checked that II* is even affine resolvable (or apply Theorem l.l ). Hence II is 
an H3(3JL ). 
Continuing with the notation established above and letting II be the H 3(3JL) constructed 
from 1:, 0, r, namely ~or, unless stated to the contrary, we now investigate how D-triples 
arise in II. First we divide D-triples in II into four types: 
Type 1: All 3 blocks in the triple are type I; 
Type 2: All 3 blocks are of type II; 
Type 3: One block is type I and the other two type II; 
Type 4: Two blocks are type I and the third type II. 
LEMMA 3.3. The number of type 1 D-triples in II is the characteristic of r. 
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PROOF. It is easy to see that if a, b, care non-parallel blocks of r, then (a*, b*, c*) 
is a D-triple in II if and only if (a, b, c) is a D-triple in r. The lemma follows easily from 
this. 
LEMMA 3.4. The number of D-triples in II of type 2 is I8n, where n is the number of 
D-class triples in 1:. 
PROOF. Let X, Y, Z be three distinct parallel classes of blocks of 1:. Suppose that 
(X (I), Y(l), Z(l)) is a type 2 D-triple in II (it is clear that, by suitably indexing the blocks 
in X, we can take the D-triple to be of this form without loss of generality in the argument 
which follows). Then it is easy to see that (xi, yi, zi) must be a D-triple in .1:, for i =I, 2, 3, 
which implies, by Corollary 2.6, that (X, Y, Z) is a D-class triple of 1:. 
Conversely, suppose (X, Y, Z) is a D-class triple of .1: and that its 9 corresponding 
D-triples (see Corollary 2.6) are: (xi, yi, zJ, for i = 0, I, 2, and the 6 triples (xa0, Ya ~o za2), 
where a is any of the permutations in A (the alternating group on 0, l, 2). Then there 
exist 18 type 2 D-triples in II which are the corresponding blocks to 2 D-class triples of 
II, namely: (X 1, Y\ Z 1) and (X2, Y 2, Z 2), where X 1, X 2 are the type type II parallel 
classes of II which are determined by X (see the proof of Lemma 3.2) and similarly for 
Y and Z. The proof is now readily completed. 
Next we examine type 3 D-triples of II. We subdivide these into two classes: 
Type 3(1): When the 2 type II blocks in the type 3D-triple are of the form X(a), X(/3). 
Since these blocks are not parallel, then af3- 1 t: A, so af3- 1 is a transposition. 
Type 3(2): When the two Type II blocks in the type 3 D-triple are of the form X( a), 
Y(/3), where X, Yare distinct parallel classes of 1:. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let p be the number of blocks of .1: which are mapped by 8 onto a block of 
r, Then II contains exactly 3p type 3(1) D-triples. 
II has the maximum possible number of type 3( l) D-triples, namely 27 JL, precisely when 
8 is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. Let {3 be a transposition in S, say {3 = (12). Let X be any parallel class of 
blocks of .1: and c any block of r. Then (c*, X(1), X(/3)) is a D-triple in II if and only 
if 8(x0) = c. In this case we have in all the following 3 D-triple in II, where a is the cycle 
(012): (c*, X(a"), X(f3a")), for n = 0, 1, 2. Note that S ={a", f3a" J n = 0, 1, 2}. 
In general, if 8 maps p blocks of .1: onto blocks of r, then II contains exactly 3p type 
3(1) D-triples. Clearly the maximum number of type 3(1) D-triples in II is 3 X9JL = 27 JL 
and this is achieved if and only if 8 is an isomorphism. 
CoROLLARY 3.6. If 8 is an isomorphism, the 27 JL type 3(1) D-triples in II are the 
corresponding D-triples of 3 JL D-class triples. 
PROOF. Let C, X be parallel classes of blocks of r, 1:, respectively, and suppose that 
8(xJ = ci fori= 0, 1, 2. Then we obtain 9 type 3(1) D-triples in II and these correspond 
to the D-class triple (C*, X 1, X.l) of II, where C* = {c1, cf, en and X\ X 2 are the two 
parallel classes of II determined by X (see proof of Lemma 3.2). The corollary now 
follows immediately. 
LEMMA 3.7. The number of type 3(2) D-triples in II is 6u, where u is the number of 
diagonals in .1: which are mapped onto blocks of r by 8. 
If 8 is an isomorphism, then u is the D-number of r (or 1:). 
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PRooF. Let X, Y be distinct parallel classes of blocks of 1:. Let a E S and c be any 
block of r. Then (c*, X(l), Y(a)) is aD-triple of II if and only if e-1(c) is the diagonal 
XoYao + x 1ya 1 + XzYaz· In this case we have the following 6 D-triples in II; (c*, X({J), Y(afJ)) 
for all fJ E S. Thus each diagonal of 1:, which is mapped by e onto a block of r, leads to 
6 D-triples in II, from which the first assertion of the lemma follows. 
Suppose now that e is an isomorphism. Then (c*, X (I), Y(a)) is aD-triple of II if and 
only if XoYao + XtYa 1 + XzYa2 is a D-b lock and is mapped onto c by e. Hence from the 
definition of D-number, the result easily follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. There are no D-triples of type 4 in II. 
PROOF. If Pi is a point on a type II block of II, this block contains no point of the 
form J>.i with j ,e i. However, if Pi is a point in the intersection of type I blocks of II, this 
intersection will contain J>.i for j = 0, 1, 2. 
The results of the preceding lemmas can be summarized in the next two lemmas. First 
some notation: 
NOTATION. If r is any H3(J.t) and e is the identity map of the point set of r onto 
itself, then rer, the H3(3J.t) constructed by the method we have described, will be denoted 
by F 2 • 
LEMMA 3.9. Let II be any HiJ.t) ·whose characteristic is a. Let fJ be the number of 
D-class triples in II and 'Y be the D-number of II. Then II2 has characteristic a+ 18fJ +6y + 
27 J.t. 
Before stating the next summary lemma, the following important observation will be 
useful. The numbers of type I and type 2 D-triples in 1:er are independent of e. Later, 
it will be seen that the number of type 3 D-triples can be varied with e. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let II= 1:er, where 1:, rare H 3(J.t)'s so that II is an H3(3J.t). Let a be 
the characteristic of r, fJ the number of D-class triples in 1: and 8 the number of type 3 
D-triples in II. Then the characteristic of II is a + l8fJ + 8. 
NoTATION. For the remainder of this section, II denotes an H3(J.t) and {P, Q, R} is 
a parallel class of points of II. Define e1 to be the permutation of the points of II which 
interchanges P and Q leaving all other points fixed. Denote IIe 1II by IIT. 
Now we investigate D-triples in IIT, which is an H3(3J.t). 
Suppose II has characteristic a and that the number of D-class triples of II is {J. Then 
it is easy to see from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and the observation after Lemma 3.9 that IIT has 
a D-triples of type I and l8fJ D-triples of type 2. 
LEMMA. 3.11 The number of type 3(1) D-triples in IIT is 9J.t. 
PRooF. If d is a block of II, then e1(d) is also a block of II if and only if d contains 
both P and Q or neither of them. Since P, Q are parallel, only the second alternative is 
possible. The blocks of II containing neither P nor Q are precisely the 3}-1, blocks of II 
on R, the third point in their parallel class. Hence, by Lemma 3.5 it follows that IIT has 
3 X3J.t =9J.t type 3(1) D-triples. 
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LEMMA 3.12. Let A be the sum of the D-numbers of the blocks of II on R. Then IIi has 
exactly 6A D-triples of type 3(2). 
PROOF. Let X, Y be distinct parallel classes of blocks and c any block of II. Let 
a E S. Then (c*, X(l), Y(a)) is a type 3(2) D-triple in IIi if and only if o- 1(c) = 
XoYao+XIYai +X2Ya2· 
Suppose P is on c. Then since 61(P) = Q and Q (being parallel to P) is not on c, it 
follows that o-1(c) and c have 3/L -1 points exactly in common, contradicting Corollary 
2.4. So P is not on c and similarly for Q. Therefore c is on R and thus 81( c)= c. 
Hence(c*, X(l), Y(a)) is aD-triple in IIi if and only if cis on Rand cis XoYao+x 1y,. 1 + 
x2y,. 2 which is a D-block. In this case, we have also all the following 6 D-triples in IIi: 
(c*, X(f3), Y(af3)), for f3 E S. This completes the proof. 
CoROLLARY 3.13. (a) The characteristic of IIi is strictly less then that of II2 ; (b) the 
number of D-class triples in II~ is strictly less than the number in II2 ; (c) the D-number of 
II~ is strictly less then that of II2 • 
PROOF. (a) From the remark following Lemma 3.9, it is clear that II2 and IIi have 
the same number of both type 1 and type 2 D-triples. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.11, II~ has 
strictly fewer type 3(1) D-triples than has II2• By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.12, II2 has at least 
as many type 3(2) D-triples as has II~, with equality if and only if all D-blocks of II are 
on R. 
(b) and (c). It is clear that any D-triple of II~ is also aD-triple of II2• Therefore every 
D-block of II~ is a D-block of II2 and similarly for D-class triples. From this, (c) now 
follows easily. 
The 9 D-triples corresponding to any D-class triple are clearly all of the same type. In 
view of what has already been established, (b) will be proved if we show that the number 
of D-class triples of II~ whose corresponding D-triples are type 3(1) is at most the number 
fon II2• By Corollary 3.6, this number for II2 is exactly 3/L and, by Lemma 3.11, it is at 
most 1-L for IIi. The proof is now complete. 
We have the following immediate corollary of part (a). 
CoROLLARY 3.14. If there exists an H 3(/L), then there exist at least two non-isomorphic 
H3(3~-L)'S. 
LEMMA 3.15. The characteristic of (IIi)2 is strictly less than that of (II2i. 
PROOF. Let a, f3 and y be, respectively, the characteristic, the number of D-class 
triples and the D-number of II2• Let a', (3', y' be the corresponding numbers of II~. By 
Lemma 3.9, the characteristics of (II2)2 and (II~i are, respectively, a+ 18{3 +6y +81/L 
and a'+ 18(3' +6y' +81/L. Applying Corollary 3.13, the proof is easily completed. 
DEFINITION. Let l: and r be HJ(/L)S for some 1-L· Then l: is said to be finer than r 
if the characteristic, the number of D-class triples and the O-n umber of rare each strictly 
less than their counterparts in l:. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let II be any H3(/L)· 
(a) II2 is finer than IIi. 
(b) If II is finer than F, then II2 is finer than F2• 
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PROOF. (a) follows from Corollary 3.13 and (b) from Lemma 3.9 and the definition 
of fineness. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let f.L, n be non-negative integers. Let N(n) be the number of non-
isomorphic H3(f.L3n) designs. Suppose there exists an H 3(f.L). Then N(1):;,:2 and N(n):;,: n 
for all n :;,:O. 
PROOF. Assume first that, for some n:;,: 1, there exists II(i) an H3(f.L3n), for i = 
1, 2, ... , n and that I/(i) is finer than II(i + 1). Let ~(i) = II(i)2 for i = 1, 2, ... , n and 
define II(n +I)= II(n)~. Then by Lemma 3.16, ~(n) is finer than ~(n + 1) and, by Lemma 
3.16, ~(i) is finer than ~(i + 1) for i = l, 2, ... , n -1. 
This shows that if there are at least n designs H3(f.L3n) which can be ordered by fineness, 
which implies N(n):;,: n, then the analogous result holds for n + 1. Now it is given that 
there exists an H3( f.L ), say II. Then since II2 is an H3(3 f.L ), the initial assumption is true 
for n = 1. By induction it therefore follows that N(n):;,: n for all n. From Corollary 3.14 
we have that N(l):;,: 2. This completes the proof. 
CoROLLARY 3.19. If there exists an H3(f.L), then the number of non-isomorphic 
H3(f.L3n) designs tends to infinity with n. 
The 'Desarguesian' H 3(f.L) designs of(2.2) have f.L =3n where n(:;,: l) is any integer. So 
as an immediate consequence of the above result, we have that the number of non-
isomorphic designs with these parameters tends to infinity with n. Rajkundlia [17] produces 
an H3(4) and so it also follows that the number of non-isomorphic H 3(3n4) designs tend 
to infinity with n. 
4. ExAMPLES 
In this section some non-isomorphic designs H3( f.L) with f.L = 3 or 6 are constructed. 
NoTATION. II denotes any H3(f.L) and II2 is the H3(3f.L) which is constructed as in 
the previous section. {P, Q, R} is a parallel class of points and 81 the permutation of the 
points of II which interchanges P, Q and fixes all other points. As in the previous section, 
we define II~= II8 1II. Define also the permutation 80 of the points of II by: fJ(K) = K if 
K is not P, Q orR; O(P) = Q, 8(Q) = R and fJ(R) = P. Denote II80II by II6. Then II6 is 
an H3(3 f.L ). 
LEMMA 4.1. II6 has no type 3 D-triples. 
PROOF. Any block x of II is on exactly one of the points of the point parallel class 
{P, Q, R}. Hence x meets 80(x) in 3f.L -1 points exactly. Since any two distinct blocks of 
II meet in 0 or f.L points, then 80(x) cannot be a block. By Lemma 3.5, II6 has no type 
3(1) D-triples. 
Next suppose II6 contains a type 3(2) D-triple (c*, X(l), Y(a )). Then we have e- 1(c) = 
XoYao+X 1Yat +X2Ya2 and, since c contains exactly one of P, Q, R, then c meets the latter 
subset in exactly 3f.L -1 points, contradicting Corollary 2.4. This completes the proof. 
THREE H3(3) DESIGNS 
Let r be the unique H3(l) obtained by deleting any parallel class of lines from the 
affine plane of order 3. Let the points of r be 0, l, 2, ... , 8 and the blocks be ai, bi, ci 
(i=l,2,3), where (modulo 9) ai={l+3i,2+3i,3+3i}, bi={l+i,4+i,7+i} and ci= 
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{3i, 1 +3i, 5 +3i}. Then A= {a0, at. a2}, B = {b0 , bt. b2} and C = {c0, Ct. c2} are the block 
parallel classes of r. 
The characteristic of r is 9 (see (2.2)) and (A, B, C) is a D-class triple. Therefore any 
H3(3) constructed from r in the form F8F will have, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, 9 type 1 
D-triples and 18 type 2 D-trip1es. 
The D-number of r is 9. So from Lemma 3.9 it follows that F2 has characteristic 108. 
Notice that, by Theorem 2.2, F 2 is embeddable in an affine space in the way described there. 
The points 0, 2, 4 form a parallel class in r. Taking P, Q to be 2, 4 and r to be II, 
the Hi3) design rT has, by Lemma 3.11, exactly 9 type 3(1) D-triples. Each line in r has 
D-number I and there are 3 lines on the point 0. So by Lemma 3.I2, FT has exactly 
6 x 3 = I8 type 3(2) D-triples. Hence, from Lemma 3.I 0, and the remarks preceding it, it 
follows that r~ has characteristic 9 + 18 +9 + 18 =54. 
Finally, consider r~ which is constructed taking P, Q, R to be 0, 2, 4 and r to be ll. 
From ( 4.1) and (3.1 0) we see that r~ has characteristic 9 -t 18 = 27. 
Hence F 2 , r~ and r~ are three non-isomorphic H 3(3) designs. 
FouR H 3(6) DESIGNS 
The existence of an Hi2) was established by Bose et al [2]. Other examples have been 
given since by different authors (see, for example [3], [7] and an incidence matrix given 
in [8]). However, using a generalization of the Hussain chain method [9] for symmetric 
BIBD designs with A= 2, Din [4] has verified that these are the same; that is, up to 
isomorphism there is only one H 3(2) (see Figure I). Here we outline a method for 
constructing four H3(6) designs. 
FIGURE I. Incidence matrix of the unique H3(2). 
Denote the unique H 3(2) by !J. Since 1-A- < m for !J, then !J has no D-triples or D-blocks 
and so its characteristic is zero. 
By Lemma 3.9, !J 2 is an H 3(6) of characteristic 54. 
Let {P, Q, R} and {P', Q', R'} be distinct parallel classes of points of !J. Define 82 to 
be the permutation of points of !J defined thus: 82 interchanges P and P', interchanges 
Q and Q', interchanges R and R' and fixes all other points. 
Taking !J as II, construct !JT. Then by Lemma 3.11, !JT has 18 type 3(1) D-triples and 
no other D-triples since !J has zero characteristic. Therefore !J~ has characteristic 18. 
Now define !J~ to be the H 3(6) design !J82!J. Since !J has characteristic zero, !J~ 
contains only type 3 D-triples. It can be shown easily that !J~ has I8 type 3(1) and no 
type 3(2) D-triples, from which it follows that !J~ has characteristic 18. 
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Finally, by Lemma ( 4.1 ), .0~ has no type 3 D-triples and therefore has characteristic zero. 
Clearly, by considering characteristics, .0 2 and .0~ are not isomorphic and neither is 
isomorphic to either ni or n~. 
One can verify that the 18 D-triples in .Of are formed from 42 distinct blocks, whereas 
the 18 D-triples of n~ are all the 18 blocks of six parallel classes. This shows that .Of 
and n~ are not isomorphic. 
Hence fl 2 and .Oi (i = 0, I, 2) are four mutually non-isomorphic H 3(6) designs. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 
183 
The H3 ( 4) of Rajkundlia, mentioned at the end of Section 3, is incorrect as constructed 
in [17]. However, E. Seiden had already discovered an Hi4), in terms of orthogonal arrays. 
It is given in her paper: Construction of orthogonal arrays, Ann. Math. Statist. 25 (1954), 
151-156. 
I am grateful to Dr J. Seberry for sending me a preprint of J. E. Dawson: A construction 
for generalized Hadamard matrices GH(4q, EA(q)). He proves the existence of Hm(p.) for 
all prime powers q, where p. is either 2 or 4. The case p. = 2 had been established before 
in [3] and [I 0]. 
